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Abstract—This paper presents a systematic measurement
campaign of diversity reception techniques for use in multiple-an-
tenna wearable systems operating at 868 MHz. The experiments
were performed using six time-synchronized bodyworn receivers
and considered mobile off-body communications in an anechoic
chamber, open office area and a hallway. The cross-correlation
coefficient between the signal fading measured by bodyworn
receivers was dependent upon the local environment and typi-
cally below 0.7. All received signal envelopes were combined in
post-processing to study the potential benefits of implementing
receiver diversity based upon selection combination, equal-gain
and maximal-ratio combining. It is shown that, in an open office
area, the 5.7 dB diversity gain obtained using a dual-branch body-
worn maximal-ratio diversity system may be further improved to
11.1 dB if a six-branch system was used. First- and second-order
theoretical equations for diversity reception techniques operating
in Nakagami fading conditions were used to model the postde-
tection combined envelopes. Maximum likelihood estimates of
the Nakagami- parameter suggest that the fading conditions
encountered in this study were generally less severe than Rayleigh.
The paper also describes an algorithm that may be used to sim-
ulate the measured output of an -branch diversity combiner
operating in independent and identically-distributed Nakagami
fading environments.

Index Terms—Diversity methods, fading channels, propagation,
propagation measurements, radio propagation, UHF communica-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NDOOR mobile bodyworn communications systems are
often subjected to complicated, time-varying radio channel

conditions. For off-body communications, where a bodyworn
radio terminal communicates with a local transceiver such as an
access point or indoor cellular base station situated on a nearby
wall, the multipath fading experienced on these channels can be
significant and may severely deteriorate the quality of the radio
link [1]. At frequencies in the range 800–915 MHz, the pres-
ence of the human body can also introduce complex antenna-
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body interaction effects. These include near-field coupling, ra-
diation pattern fragmentation and shifts in antenna impedance
[2], [3], which may degrade the efficiency of the bodyworn
system and reduce signal reliability. One method of providing
mitigation of these deleterious effects is by employing diversity
at the receiver. Space, time, frequency and polarization diver-
sity methods are often utilized with the aim of providing par-
tially decorrelated signal versions at the receiver, which may
provide some mitigation of the effects of fading. If the diversity
branches are suitably uncorrelated and have comparable mean
signal levels, then it is expected that the combination of these
signals will have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than if
one branch is considered in isolation [4].

Signal variation in mobile fading channels is often reported
using a combination of first-order statistics such as probability
density functions (pdfs) and cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs), and second-order statistics such as level crossing
rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD). Second-order
statistics are of particular interest when designing mobile radio
systems [5] as they give a direct indication as to the rate of
change, with respect to time, of the wireless channel. Among
their uses is the design of error correcting codes, optimization
of interleaver size and system throughput analysis as well as
channel modeling. A pdf that has recently been used to model
fading on channels that incorporate the human body [1], [6]–[8]
is the Nakagami- pdf [9]. Moreover, it has been used in
the analysis of diversity reception techniques [10]–[13] for a
number of decades. The Nakagami pdf has proven popular due
to its ability to approximate the Rice pdf [14] for , reduce
to the Rayleigh pdf and describe fading conditions
that are worse than Rayleigh . Another important
feature of the Nakagami distribution is that it does not place
the restriction of uniform magnitude for scattered vectors as
observed in the theoretical Rice and Rayleigh fading models.
Analytical second-order expressions for diversity reception
techniques in Nakagami fading are readily available [15], [16].
A number of proposed simulation techniques also exist for
simulating waveforms [17]–[19] and decision errors seen at
the output of the demodulator [20] in Nakagami fading condi-
tions. Zhang’s [17] approach to formulating Nakagami random
variables (RVs) was to generate Gamma RVs from correlated
Gaussian RVs by applying either Cholesky decomposition or
the technique of autoregressive modeling. As the Gamma distri-
bution is the square of the Nakagami distribution, the mapping
from Gamma to Nakagami RV is straightforward. Taking a
different approach, Beaulieu’s [18] Nakagami simulator creates
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Nakagami RVs using a two-step transformation process from
time-correlated Rayleigh RVs. This method is attractive in that
autocorrelated Rayleigh RVs can easily be generated using
commercially available software such as Matlab. One drawback
of this technique is that it may require an extra interpolation
stage for non-standard values of the Nakagami- parameter.
More recently, Filho et al. [19] have proposed a rank matching
approach that also produces autocorrelated Nakagami RVs
from time-correlated Rayleigh RVs while taking advantage of
the Nakagami-Gamma relationship mentioned above. It is this
methodology that shall be adopted here and further expanded
in Section V.

At UHF frequencies, wearable multiple antenna systems have
been considered for military applications such as the Joint Tac-
tical Radio System and the Joint Threat Warning System [21].
Other possible civilian uses include wearable wireless personal
area networks [1] and remote patient monitoring [22]. Mobile
off-body measurements were presented in [23] where only one
type of diversity combination technique was considered and we
did not isolate the effects of multipath generated by the envi-
ronment or report diversity gain results. More recently, channel
measurement campaigns were conducted that aimed to assess
the effectiveness of bodyworn antenna diversity for on-body
[24]–[26] and body-to-body [27], [28] links. In [24], it was
shown that for on-body communications, diversity reception
was most effective when the on-body path between transmitter
and diversity receiver crossed from the front to the back of the
human body and the user was mobile in a multipath environ-
ment. Selection combination [27], [28], equal-gain and max-
imal-ratio combining [27] techniques have all been investigated
for the purpose of combating body-shadowing and channel im-
pairments in body-to-body communications channels. To the
best of our knowledge cross-correlation coefficients relating to
the signal fading experienced at various positions on the upper
human body based on time synchronous measured data for off-
body channels (i.e., body to fixed access point), have yet to be
published in the open literature. Furthermore, a statistical char-
acterization of dual-branch bodyworn diversity through experi-
mentation, modeling and simulation is presented.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
bodyworn diversity measurement system, indoor environments
and experimental procedure. Cross-correlation coefficients be-
tween variations of the fading signals experienced by potential
diversity branch pairs located on the upper human body are pre-
sented in Section III. In Section IV, diversity gain results are
reported for a number of bodyworn configurations. The theoret-
ical second-order diversity equations used to model all experi-
mental data are presented in Section V alongside the modeling
and simulation of a selection of diversity-combined envelopes.
Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Bodyworn Array

The bodyworn diversity measurement system consisted of a
fixed transmitter and an array of six bodyworn self-contained
data logging 868 MHz receivers (Fig. 1). The transmitter

Fig. 1. Bodyworn measurement system with receivers at 6 locations.

consisted of a NovaSource1 G6 RF signal source configured
to deliver 0 dBm of continuous wave through a vertically
polarized stub antenna. Each of the receivers in the wear-
able arrangement was a pre-calibrated Crossbow2 Mica2Dot
wireless sensor with a modified 3.6 V, 0.95 Ah lithium-thionyl
chloride power supply unit and a normal-mode helical antenna
mounted on a 25.4 mm diameter circular ground plane (Fig. 1).
A 10-bit on-board analogue to digital converter was used to
quantize the received signal voltage from the sensor’s Chipcon3

CC1000 RF chip. The sensors were attached to a 3 mm thick,
80% polychloroprene/20% nylon contoured jacket with sewn
on mounting pads. The jacket was tight fitting to minimize
spurious antenna-body separation effects. As shown in Fig. 1,
the signal voltage logging sensors were placed at six body
locations: back-left, back-right, left-abdomen, left-chest and
one on each of the user’s wrists, all referenced from the test
subject’s perspective.

B. Indoor Environments

Measurements were taken in an anechoic chamber (54 ),
an open office area (244.2 ) and a hallway (13.5 ) on
the ground floor of the ECIT building at Queen’s University,
Belfast, UK. Fig. 2 shows a plan of the measurement environ-
ment in relation to the rest of the ground floor. The building is
of recent construction, consisting mainly of metal studded dry
wall with a metal tiled floor covered with polypropylene-fiber,
rubber backed carpet tiles, and a metal ceiling with mineral fiber
tiles and recessed louvered luminaries suspended 2.7 m above
floor level. The open area office contained a number of soft par-
titions, PCs, chairs and desks constructed from medium den-
sity fiberboard. The anechoic chamber was housed in conduc-
tive shielding and lined with pyramidal RF absorbers.

C. Measurement Procedure

The receiver array was worn by an adult male of mass 83 kg
and height 1.72 m. The transmitter was attached to a wooden
telescopic pole at a height of 2.45 m above floor level. All three
environments were unoccupied for the duration of the measure-
ments. Each sensor was activated to make time synchronized

1http://www.nova-eng.com/ (12/09/2008)
2http://www.xbow.com/ (12/09/2008)
3http://www.ti.com/ (12/09/2008)
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Fig. 2. Plan view of measurement locations showing start and stop positions also transmitter locations.

TABLE I
NOISE FLOOR (NF), STANDARD DEVIATION (STD.) AND WEAKEST RECORDED

SAMPLE (WRS) MEASUREMENTS

recordings of the signal voltage at 3.91 ms intervals (256 sam-
ples/s). As the units were based upon wireless sensors, time
synchronization was effected using base station software, and
is accurate to within one sample period. User trajectories are
denoted by the order of the letters for the respective points be-
tween which the journey is performed; for paths AB (anechoic
chamber), CD (open office area) and DE (hallway) the TX was
fixed at positions B, C and E, respectively (Fig. 2). The use
of six bodyworn receivers in these experiments meant that fif-
teen unique receiver pairings were available for post-combining
over each of the individual path trajectories. The entire measure-
ment session consisted of three consecutive repeated trials of
each scenario yielding a total of 211 800 signal voltage samples.
Table I shows the mean recorded noise floor and corresponding
weakest recorded sample observed in each environment. For all
forward journeys (AB, DC and DE) the frontal body receivers
were positioned in line of sight (LOS) with the back receivers
in non-line of sight (NLOS). The corresponding return journeys
(BA, CD and ED) allowed a reverse analysis of LOS conditions.
Average straight line velocity for each of the mobile sessions
was observed to be approximately 1.0 m/s.

III. CROSS-CORRELATION

To prepare the measurement data for the calculation of the
cross-correlation coefficient between the signal fading
measured by each receiver, the raw signal envelopes were
normalized by removing the local mean over an averaging
window of length , which was estimated from the raw

measurement data. The smallest data set considered for the cal-
culation of consisted of 1200 samples for the path ED in the
hallway environment. This was also the smallest data set used
for the calculation of diversity gain (Section IV) and parameter
estimation (Section V). For a diversity scheme to be effective,
each antenna element should receive statistically independent
versions of the transmitted signal, significantly reducing the
likelihood that all branches are experiencing simultaneous
fading. As a relative figure of merit [29], two signals are said
to be suitably de-correlated if their cross-correlation coefficient
is less than 0.7. The cross-correlation coefficient between the
signal fading recorded by each of the bodyworn receivers was
estimated using (1) from [25]. The mean cross-correlation
coefficient, , was then calculated by taking the average of

from the three trials for a particular path. The results of
these calculations for the anechoic chamber and open office
area environments are provided in Tables II and III alongside
an estimate of the standard error (SE).

The highest mean cross-correlation coefficients were found
to occur while the test subject moved along paths AB and BA
in the anechoic chamber. For this environment, ranged from

0.23 for the back-right/left-wrist positioned receivers to 0.82
for the back-right/left-chest receivers (path AB) and 0.11 for
the left-chest/right-wrist pair to 0.96 for back-left/back-right re-
ceivers (path BA) with median of 0.00 for AB and 0.39 for
BA. When the same experiments were conducted in the open
office area and hallway environments, an increase in the multi-
path generated by the local surroundings was found to have a no-
ticeable effect upon the cross-correlation of signal fading mea-
sured by each of the bodyworn receivers. In the open office area
(Table III), the estimates of were over the reduced ranges of

0.09 to 0.29 (median 0.14) for the path DC and 0.11 to 0.51
(median 0.08) for the path CD. A similar trend was observed for
the hallway environment, where ranged from 0.17 to 0.30
(median 0.05) for path DE and 0.22 to 0.37 (median 0.02)
for path ED. While the estimated values for the anechoic
chamber were larger than those for corresponding receiver pairs
in the open office and hallway environments, they were nonethe-
less typically lower than 0.7, with only 6 receiver pairs out of a
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TABLE II
MEAN CROSS-CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, MRC DIVERSITY GAIN AND DIMSL ALONGSIDE THE ESTIMATED

STANDARD ERROR (SE) FOR THE THREE EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS CONDUCTED IN THE ANECHOIC CHAMBER

possible 30 (15 per path, over AB and BA) being in excess of
this figure (Table II).

IV. DIVERSITY GAIN AND DIFFERENCE IN

MEAN SIGNAL LEVEL

Three diversity-combining techniques were considered:
selection, maximal-ratio and equal-gain combining. Selection
combination (SC) is a form of switched diversity that provides
an output by selecting the branch having the highest input SNR,
although in practice the branch with the largest signal plus
noise contribution is used due to the difficulty in measuring
SNR [29]. Thus for a diversity array consisting of branches,
the SC output level is

(1)

where is the signal level observed in the branch of the
diversity receiver. In postdetection maximal-ratio combining
(MRC), instantaneous signals in each of the branches of the
receiver are weighted with respect to their SNR before being
summed. According to [30], if it is assumed that the noise in
each channel is independent of the signal, the signals measured
by each branch are locally coherent and the noise components
are locally incoherent (i.e., uncorrelated) then it can be shown
that the output of an -branch postdetection maximal-ratio
combiner is equal to the sum of the individual power ratios
[30, Eq. (13)]. Following [30], if we assume that the local

noise power is unity then the signal output of an -branch
maximal-ratio combiner may be written as

(2)

The complexity of producing weighted coefficients in MRC
may be reduced by using postdetection equal-gain combining
(EGC) where all weighting factors are assumed constant. If it
assumed that the noise power is equal to unity on all branches
[30] then the equation for the signal measured at the output of
an -branch equal-gain combiner may be obtained from [30,
Eq. (36)] and expressed as

(3)

An important concept for diversity systems is diversity gain.
Turkmani et al. [31] provide a definition of diversity gain as the
difference in signal level of the branch with the highest mean
and that of the output of the diversity combiner for a given prob-
ability or signal reliability. Diversity gain is dependent on the
cross-correlation and power imbalance between branches [31].
All diversity gain calculations in this paper were made at a signal
reliability of 90% (a cumulative probability of 0.1).

In Section IV, all calculations of the diversity gain and the dif-
ference in mean signal level (DIMSL) between branches were
computed using the raw signal voltage envelope. The results
from each of the three trials for a particular receiver pair and
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TABLE III
MEAN CROSS-CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, MRC DIVERSITY GAIN AND DIMSL ALONGSIDE THE ESTIMATED

STANDARD ERROR (SE) FOR THE THREE EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS CONDUCTED IN THE OPEN OFFICE AREA

path were then averaged to estimate the mean diversity gain
and mean DIMSL . Tables II and III show the com-
plete results for the anechoic chamber and open office
area, alongside the standard error expressed in dB. As both of
these tables show, the was dependent on the whether
the test subject was moving towards or away from the trans-
mitter and the physical composition of the local surroundings.
When the test subject moved towards the transmitter in the ane-
choic chamber (path AB), the ranged from 0.3 to 7.1 dB
(median 3.1 dB), the corresponding ranges for the open office
area (path DC) and hallway (path DE) were 0.8 to 5.1 dB (me-
dian 2.3 dB) and 0.5 to 3.9 dB (median 2.7 dB), respectively.
An increase in the multipath contribution caused by the reflec-
tion, diffraction and scattering of the transmitted electromag-
netic waves from the upright, ceiling and floor structures in the
open office area and hallway tended to reduce the magnitude
of obtained in the anechoic chamber as the test subject
moved away from the transmitter (Tables II and III).

Using (1)to (3), the raw signal envelopes recorded by each of
the wireless sensors were combined in post-processing to form
virtual postdetection [30] dual-branch diversity receivers. The
diversity gain for each receiver pairing was individually esti-
mated for each of the three trials, then averaged to calculate the
mean diversity gain for selection combination , equal-gain

and maximal-ratio combining for that partic-
ular receiver pair and path. Maximal-ratio combining has the
property that among all of the systems considered here, it yields
the maximum SNR of the output signal [30]. Tables II and III
present the estimated diversity gain that would be ob-

tained, if a postdetection dual-branch bodyworn system was im-
plemented using the designated antenna positions. The standard
error of the estimated maximal-ratio diversity gain for the three
trials is also provided in Tables II and III and is expressed in dB.
In the anechoic chamber, the ranged from 1.0 to 7.3 dB
with a median value of 4.3 dB for the path AB, and 0.4 dB to
4.6 dB, median 1.1 dB for the path BA. The reduction in
diversity gain for path BA was most likely caused by the much
larger observed for the majority of receiver pairs in this
scenario (Table II). The diversity gain for path DC in the
open office area was over the slightly improved range of 2.2 to
5.8 dB, albeit with a reduced median of 4.0 dB when compared
to the anechoic chamber. However, when compared to path BA
in the anechoic chamber, the equivalent path CD in the open
office area had significantly improved diversity gains in
the range 3.6 dB to 8.1 dB with median 5.3 dB. The reduced
dimensions of the hallway helped to provide comparable
diversity gain for both travelling towards (2.5 to 8.2 dB, median
6.2 dB) and away (2.6 dB to 8.2 dB, median 4.7 dB) from the
transmitter.

To illustrate the advantage of having more than two available
diversity branches, we initially consider a two-branch bodyworn
system consisting of receivers placed at the back-left and left-
chest positions for the path CD in the open office area, and then
a six-branch system using all of the receivers accessible in this
scenario. For this particular path, the back-left receiver recorded
the signal envelope with the highest overall mean signal level
out of the six on-body positions. When paired with the left-chest
receiver, the between the signal fading recorded by these
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution functions for hypothetical two-branch (back-
left/left-chest) and six-branch bodyworn spatial diversity systems operating in
open office area (path CD), showing diversity gain improvement compared to
mean level of back-left receiver (branch with highest mean signal level). Note
diversity gain (DG) values given in brackets.

two receivers was 0.51 with an of 3.6 dB. Consistent
with the analysis technique of Turkmani [31], Fig. 3 shows the
CDF of the signal envelopes from trial 2 for the back-left and all
three combining techniques relative to the mean signal level of
the branch with the highest average power. Note that for trial 2
(Fig. 3), the estimated two-branch MRC diversity gain (5.7 dB)
for this receiver pairing was marginally above the diver-
sity gain given in Table III (5.3 dB). By increasing the number of
receive antennas from two to six, significant diversity gain can
be achieved for all three combining techniques, with both MRC
and EGC ensuring little fading below the mean signal level of
the back-left receiver (Fig. 3). As expected, MRC offered the
highest diversity gain of 11.1 dB, which was vastly superior to
the two-branch case.

V. MODELING OF DIVERSITY COMBINED ENVELOPES

OPERATING IN NAKAGAMI FADING

A. SC, MRC and EGC Diversity Reception in Nakagami
Fading

Building on the results presented in Section IV which have
shown that, for most scenarios where the user is expected
to be mobile, a worthwhile improvement in radio system
performance may be obtained by providing more than one
signal branch in bodyworn systems. We now use first- and
second-order equations for diversity reception techniques
operating in Nakagami fading conditions to characterize the
distribution of small-scale fading experienced in bodyworn
diversity systems. This analysis was chosen based on previous
work that has shown that the fading experienced by bodyworn
receivers placed on the upper torso and limbs of a mobile
user in an indoor environment may be adequately described
by Nakagami first- and second-order statistics [1]. Under the
assumption of identical Nakagami fading conditions, equal
noise power and independence between diversity branches,

closed-form formulae for the CDFs of SC and MRC in the
presence of Nakagami distributed fading are presented in [15].
The level crossing rate of the diversity-combined envelope may
be defined as the number of positive (or negative) transitions
beyond a threshold level in a given amount of time. The LCR

is expressed analytically in terms of the time derivative
of the combined envelope and the joint probability of and
at

(4)

For a selection combining scheme with diversity branches
operating in Nakagami fading conditions, the LCR , nor-
malized to the maximum Doppler frequency , may be repre-
sented by [15]

(5)

where is the Nakagami fading parameter, the mean power,
and is the normalized threshold level . and

denote the complete and incomplete Gamma functions,
respectively. The average fade duration, , of the diversity
combined envelope is the total time spent below a threshold
level divided by the number of individual fades and is
estimated as

(6)

The normalized AFD formula for -branch SC in a
Nakagami fading environment is given by [15]

(7)

The normalized LCR and AFD statistics for MRC [15] are
accordingly listed in (8) and (9).

(8)

(9)

No closed-form expression exists for the solution of the
-branch EGC pdf. In [16], for i.i.d. channels the pdf of the

EGC envelope is expressed as (10), at the bottom of the
following page.

Under the assumption of branch envelopes with identical
Nakagami parameters, and by restricting the number of avail-
able diversity branches to , Iskander ([16, Eq. (38)])
reduced (10) to

(11)
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where is the beta function and is the confluent
hypergeometric function. Following from this, the normalized
LCR for dual-branch EGC is given as

(12)

Using the infinite series representation of the CDF for two-
branch EGC, [16, Eq. (40)], allows the normalized AFD to be
represented by

(13)
Because of this limitation with the EGC pdf [(11)], the

second-order statistical analysis and modeling presented here
considers only two available signal branches (i.e. ),
operating under the assumption of Nakagami fading conditions.

B. Diversity Simulations

In this study, we report the maximum likelihood estimated
distributional parameters and the maximum Doppler frequency
so that the small-scale fading experienced at the output of the
hypothetical combiners considered here may be readily simu-
lated. The waveforms may be straightforwardly generated using
the following four-step process.

1) Generate random Nakagami sequences, corresponding
to the required number of diversity branches, using the ap-
propriate parameter estimates.

2) Combine the sequences using either (1), (2), or (3) de-
pending on the desired combining scheme to achieve a
signal waveform at the output of the combiner which
closely approximates the desired distribution.

3) To introduce the correct autocorrelation, use a rank
matching approach [19]. In this method, a Rayleigh
sequence with the required autocorrelation function is
generated using any commercially available software
such as Matlab. Exploiting statistical rank, the Rayleigh
sequence is then rearranged using order statistics, while
keeping note of the original index of the data prior to
rearrangement. Sort the combiner sequence generated
from step 2 so that it is now also expressed in terms of
order statistics (i.e., smallest to largest).

4) Now rearrange the simulated diversity combined sequence
so that its autocorrelation structure matches closely that
of the original (unordered) Rayleigh reference sequence
using the indexes stored in step 3.

TABLE IV
MEDIAN� AND � PARAMETERS OVER ALL EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS

This method of simulation has general applicability for di-
versity channel modelling, including scenarios outside of body-
worn communications.

C. Second-Order Statistics

To analyze the temporal distribution of small-scale fading at
the output of the hypothetical combiners studied in Section IV,
the combined data for each of the individual experimental trials
was normalized to their respective local means prior to the
parameter estimation process carried out below. Presenting the
data in this manner has a number of distinct advantages in that
the fading about the local mean signal level between combiners
of the same type may be directly compared. Additionally, those
wishing to simulate bodyworn diversity based on the results
presented here may now assign their own mean signal level
best suited to their practical application. Nakagami and
parameter values for each of the three combining schemes were
estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Due
to the complexity of obtaining the derivative of the log-likeli-
hood function for SC and EGC, the constrained minimization
algorithm, , available in the optimization toolbox of
Matlab, was used to perform ML estimation by minimizing
the negative log-likelihood function over the bounded param-
eter space (this procedure is equivalent to maximizing the
log-likelihood).

Due to the large number of potential two-branch diversity
combiners considered in this study, we summarize the param-
eter estimates for all two-branch combiners over each path in
an identical manner to the analysis of the cross-correlation co-
efficient and diversity gain. Here and are the mean param-
eter estimates of and , respectively for a particular com-
bining scheme averaged over three repeated trials. The magni-
tude of was found to be strongly influenced by the nature of
the local surroundings (Table IV). For example, considering all
two-branch receiver pairs using selection combining, the me-
dian parameter was found to decrease from and

for paths AB and BA respectively in the anechoic
chamber, to for path DC and for path CD
in the open office area, with comparable reductions for paths

(10)
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TABLE V
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATED NAKAGAMI-� AND � PARAMETERS FOR DUAL BRANCH SC,

MRC AND EGC WHILE USER IS TRAVERSING CD IN OPEN OFFICE AREA

DE and ED in the hallway. This trend
was also repeated for the EGC and MRC combining schemes
as shown in Table IV. The large parameter estimates for ob-
tained in the anechoic chamber suggest that the signal which
would be sampled at the output of these combiners operating in
low multipath environments, such as outdoors, would undergo
very little small-scale fading. In contrast, the lower values
obtained in the open office area and hallway , suggest
that channel conditions encountered in these environments are
close to those for an SC, EGC or MRC combiner operating in
Rayleigh fading conditions.

Table V contains the estimated average Nakagami coeffi-
cients and maximum Doppler frequencies [1] for all of the
virtual combiners considered while the user was traversing
the path CD in the open office area. Also shown in Table V
are the standard errors associated with the parameter esti-
mates. In most cases, the standard errors were suitably low,
providing evidence of a good degree of repeatability among
experimental trials. This set of parameter estimates was chosen
to demonstrate the typical small-scale fading characteristics,
which could be measured by bodyworn diversity systems
operating in a realistic indoor environment. From this set of
results, two dual-branch combiners—back-right/left-chest and
left-wrist/right-wrist—have been chosen to illustrate the mod-
eling and simulation techniques presented above and to show
the improvement in small-scale fading characteristics which
may be obtained by designing a bodyworn system with more
than one receive signal branch. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical and
simulated LCRs and AFDs plots for the back-right/left-chest
combination alongside the combined data from trial 3. Also in-

cluded for comparison are the LCR and AFD of the back-right
signal branch, which was the receiver that recorded the signal
envelope with the highest mean signal level. The parameter
estimates for the theoretical plots and input to the simulator are
those given in Table V. The simulated combiner output used for
comparison consisted of 5000 samples. For all three combining
schemes, it can be seen quite clearly that the crossing rates
for the combined signal envelopes [Fig. 4(a), (c) and (e)] are
significantly lower than if the bodyworn system consisted of
only one receive path. In fact, all three schemes cross 10 dB
below the local mean signal level at a rate of less than 0.3 Hz,
compared to approximately 2 Hz if the back-right receiver was
considered in isolation. In Fig. 4(b), (d) and (f), the length of
time spent by the combined signal envelope at lower signal
levels is also reduced when compared to the back-right receiver.

Fig. 5 shows the LCR and AFD plots for the left-wrist/right-
wrist combination while the user was moving along the path
CD during trial 3. The parameters for this combination were
lower than that of the previous example. A possible explanation
for this was that both of the receive antennas in this virtual di-
versity system were positioned on the user’s wrists which, due
to the dynamic nature of these locations, would be expected to
experience the significant signal variation. The and
for left-wrist/right-wrist combination over path CD were 0.10
and 1.3 dB respectively, which was lower than that for the back-
right/left-chest pairing (Table III). Despite this, the di-
versity gain of 7.0 dB for the former was lower than back-
right/left-chest (8.1 dB) as shown in Table III. Finally, valida-
tion of the proposed diversity simulation process outlined above
is also provided in Figs. 4 and 5 where the simulated, theoret-
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Fig. 4. Theoretical (continuous line), estimated (triangles) data from trial 3 and simulated (squares) two-branch (back-right/left-chest) diversity combining statis-
tics for (a) SC, (b) EGC, and (c) MRC receivers operating in Nakagami fading conditions compared with branch with the highest mean (circles) for user following
path CD in the open office area, all parameter estimates are provided in Table V.

ical and empirical LCR and AFD plots are found to be in good
agreement.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, cross-correlation coefficients between the signal
fading experienced at various body locations covering the upper
torso and arms of the human body have been reported. It was
demonstrated that, for a mobile dual-branch bodyworn diversity
system operating in either anechoic or indoor multipath con-
ditions at 868 MHz, the cross-correlation coefficients between
branches are typically less than 0.7. The difference in mean
signal level between branch signals was found to be dependent
on the local environment, with a maximum of 14.6 dB
for the back-left/left-wrist receiver pairing when the test subject
was moving away from the transmitter in the anechoic chamber.
The corresponding maximum for the open office area, 6.3 dB,
occurred for the back-left/left abdomen receiver pair, while the
test subject was also moving away from the transmitter. In a sim-
ilar fashion to cross-correlation and DIMSL, diversity gain was

also found to be greatly affected by the local surroundings and
was generally observed to increase when the test subject moved
from anechoic to multipath environmental conditions. With six
upper body branches, fading beyond 3 dB below the mean signal
level of the branch with highest mean power was eliminated
when using either EGC or MRC. Furthermore, it was also shown
that, in general, theoretical LCRs and AFDs for SC, MRC and
EGC combiners operating in Nakagami fading conditions could
be used to adequately describe second-order statistics calculated
from measured data for bodyworn diversity. Based on ML esti-
mation using combined signal envelopes, Nakagami- param-
eters were found to be greatest for diversity systems operating
in anechoic conditions.

Finally, it is worth noting that while the experiments con-
ducted in this study considered only one human test subject, it is
anticipated that the variation of measured signal characteristics
will be comparable for people with similar physique and agility
while performing the same type of movements. Nonetheless, we
would expect differences across the population as a whole. For
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Fig. 5. Theoretical (continuous line), estimated (triangles) data from trial 3 and simulated (squares) dual-branch (left-wrist/right-wrist) diversity combining statis-
tics for (a) SC, (b) EGC, and (c) MRC receivers operating in Nakagami fading conditions compared with branch with the highest mean (circles) for user following
path CD in the open office area, all parameter estimates are provided in Table V.

example, in [27] we observed noticeable variations in measured
signal characteristics for uncontrolled experiments analyzing
human body-to-body radio channel characteristics. Therefore,
we recommend that further studies are conducted which take a
cross-section of the population to specifically address the issue
of the effect of variation in test subject upon off-body channel
characteristics.
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